Abstract. This paper deals with a key functionality of the future distribution smart grids namely the automatic post-fault network self-healing. To this end we propose an optimization approach that aims finding the post-fault grid topology that minimizes the amount of unsupplied energy to consumers. The approach extends existing optimization models, developed in the context of losses minimization, for our particular application and proposes ways to overcome their limitations. We prove the interest of the approach on a 33-bus benchmark distribution system as well as on a 61-bus real-life distribution grid.
Introduction
Due to economical and protection selectivity reasons distribution systems are generally operated radially and each feeder is equipped with a single breaker; hence whenever there is a fault on a feeder all consumers fed from it remain temporarily unsupplied while renewable distributed generators connected to the feeder are temporarily lost.
Restoring the service (or supply) in an optimal way after fault isolation [1] is an important mean for improving distribution grid reliability, and is expected to become a key feature of the envisioned future smart distribution grids, under the ambitious appellation of automatic postfault distribution grid self-healing [2] .
The problem of post-fault service restoration in current distribution systems consists in its general form in finding the optimal sequence of switching actions along with the optimal crew dispatch (i.e. in terms of number of crews and their timetable) that minimize the amount of post-fault unsupplied energy and avoid violating operational constraints (e.g. thermal and voltage) [1] . This general problem is very complex due to several reasons (i.e. nonlinearity, non-convexity, presence of binary variables, the optimal number of switching actions is not known beforehand, size which is proportional with the number of switching actions, etc.) and requires short computational effort which precludes the use of available mathematical programming solvers. In order to break-down its complexity and meet stringent computational time requirements, this optimization problem is typically decomposed into three sequential steps [3] at the expense of obtaining sub-optimal solutions: 1) finding the optimal post-fault final network configuration; 2) finding the optimal sequence of switching actions leading to the final network configuration without (severely) violating operational constraints and assuming that a feasible sequence exists for the optimal final grid topology; 3) dispatching optimally the crews to implement the optimal switching sequence.
The problem decomposition is also justified by several practical reasons:
• the distribution system operators (DSOs) have general very good field expertise regarding steps 2 and 3, • the optimal sequence of control actions can be straightforwardly determined by an enumerative approach (which explores by a classical power flow program grid configurations for switching actions, possibly using parallel computations) as long as the number of switching actions is relatively small, • obviously the larger the number of crews, the faster the restoration process, and hence the better the objective.
These observations lead to emphasize even more the role of the first step of the decomposed service restoration procedure. Accordingly, most researches on service restoration focus on the first step of the decomposed approach by: composite heuristics [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , evolutionary algorithms [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] , and expert systems [16] among others, for a comprehensive literature survey up to 2010 about the entire service restoration topic the reader is referred to [1] .
In their transition towards smarter distribution systems [2] , it is expected that distribution systems will be equipped at strategic locations with an increasingly significant number of remotely controlled switches or reclosers that will greatly facilitate the fast and possibly automatic grid control.
In this paper we focus on the first step of the decomposed service restoration procedure adopting an approach that may fit both purposes: a fully automatic grid self-healing in future envisioned smart distribution grids and a combination of manually and remotely controlled switching in current distribution networks. This problem can be cast in its general form as a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem. However, solvers of this class of optimization problems are not able to comply with the stringent time requirements of the online operation [17] . Fortunately, as most distribution systems are operated radially, there is possible to reformulate the MINLP problem as a much more tractable equivalent mixed integer quadratically constrained program (MIQCP), as demonstrated in [18, 19] for the power losses minimization by means of network reconfiguration. The main contribution of this paper is to adapt and further develop the MIQCP model in [18, 19] to the problem of service restoration.
The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the optimization model of the proposed approach. Section 3 provides numerical results with the approach and section 4 concludes.
Proposed approach
The optimization model followed in this paper adapts the models proposed in [18] and [19] for the problem of service restoration. These models rely in turn on the power flow model for radial distribution systems proposed in [20] . The model uses a branch quadruple model as shown in Figure 1 , in which the notations are selfexplanatory. 
A. Alternative power flow equations for radial distribution systems
The model proposed in [20] consists, for a grid with buses, in replacing the conventional nonlinear power flow equations with a set of equations ( linear and quadratic). This can be done by replacing the conventional complex voltage unknowns with two variables per branch ( and ) and one per bus ( ) as follows:
,
where and are the magnitude and angle of the complex voltage at bus , and and .
The new variables are related among each other according to:
Thanks to these new variables the branch active and reactive power flow take on linear expressions:
Therefore the set of power flow equations proposed in [20] is made of the quadratic constraints (4) together with the linear equations:
. (8) where is the set of branches connected to bus , and (respectively and ) are the active (respectively reactive) power generated and consumed at bus .
The voltages magnitude and angle can be retrieved straightforwardly from the solution of these new equations by exploring the graph tree downward from the substation slack bus [20] :
B. Modeling the branch switching operation
In order to represent the network switching operation and consequently whether a branch is connected or disconnected we use the set of constraints proposed in [19] . The latter introduce two new variables per branch ( and ) and one binary variable to describe the switch status (on or off) of every branch: ,
and rewrite the active and reactive power flows (5) and (6) as well as the quadratic constraints (4) in terms of new variables: ,
.
Observe that if then and from (17) one obtains and finally from (15) and (16) one obtains (likewise ), which models properly the desired effect of branch disconnection. On the other hand if then from (13, 14) one gets and and the equations (15)- (17) recover the equations (4)-(6) of the connected branch.
C. The model of the optimization problem
Adapting and extending the models proposed in [18] and [19] for the problem of service restoration leads to the optimization problem described hereafter.
The goal of the optimization problem is to minimize the amount of unsupplied load. However, very often the optimal value of unsupplied load could be reached by various switching actions (e.g. especially in the case where all load can be safely supplied). From a practical point of view (e.g. crew dispatch, switch lifetime) it is desirable to produce a practical solution which minimizes the number of switching operations. This leads to consider the following composite objective in which the weight is chosen to a very small value so as to give full precedence to the minimization of unsupplied load:
where 's account for load priorities, is a binary variable modeling the fact that, as opposite to the transmission system, in distribution systems one cannot fed partially the load behind a MV/LV transformer, is the initial status of switches just after fault isolation, and the penalty term | | intends to discourage solutions involving too many switching maneuvers.
The problem is subject to the following constraints: 1) linear bus active and reactive power balance equations:
2) quadratic constraints completing the power flow equations:
;
3) active power bounds on the equivalent slack generators at the substation:
4) linear branch current limits:
5) linear constraints modeling the branch switch status:
6) voltage magnitude limits:
limits being ensured by (24)-(27); 7) necessary radiality constraints:
together with additional constraints ensuring radiality that will be discussed later on.
The control variables of the problem are the branch switches status , the load curtailment status , and slack generators active power , other optimization variables being:
and .
D. Overcoming some issues with this model and practical implementation aspects a. Modifying the model to enable the use of appropriate optimization solvers
The model (18)- (29) is a mixed integer quadratically constrained program (MIQCP). However, trying to solve this model in GAMS by appropriate MIQCP solvers (e.g. CPLEX, MOSEK, XPRESS, etc.) in order to take advantage of the highly linear nature of the problem is not possible because the matrix of quadratic constraints (17) is not positively semi-definite. Therefore, this MIQCP problem remains to be solved by classical MINLP solvers (e.g. SBB, DICOPT, etc.) which, although will have to deal with simpler linear-quadratic NLP sub-problems, one wants avoiding.
A possible way to circumvent the use of MINLP solvers is to express the quadratic constraints (17) by weaker rotating quadratic cone constraints as in [19] :
and formulate the optimization problem is such a way that these constraints are binding at the optimum. However, as opposed to [19] , where the nature of the minimum power losses objective function drives naturally all these constraints to be binding at the optimum, this does not hold true for our problem. In order to enforce these constraints to be binding at the optimum we use a penalty term in the objective representing the overall power generated by the equivalent generators at substations:
The role of this penalty term is to enforce the power flow equations to recover their solution, keeping in mind that in a radial distribution system the operationally feasible power flow solution is unique [21] . After extensive simulations with this approach we noticed that this heuristic worked well in all cases enabling thereby the use of adequate MIQCP solvers.
b. On the radiality constraints
Note that the necessary radiality constraint (29) may be however insufficient to ensure radiality in the presence of zero-injection nodes [18] . To avoid adding a significant number of new integer variables and constraints to ensure radiality as in [18] we adopt a practical solution which consists in replacing each zero-injection bus with a very small reactive power load (of value slightly above the power flow convergence tolerance), change which practically does not affect the final result of the optimization.
Furthermore, a major problem with the necessary radiality constraint (29) is that the number of buses that can be fed is not known apriorily and hence the constraint ensuring radiality may not hold. If there is a feasible switching solution to reroute power to all buses downstream the fault then the radiality necessary constraint holds. Otherwise, if some loads cannot be fed (e.g. especially in case of multiple faults due to storm or floods some loads may remain unfed without overloading the available feeders), in order to overcome the apriorily unknown number of closed switches we replace the radiality constraint (29) with the following one which expresses the fact that the number of closed switches equals the number of fed loads:
Finally, a minor issue with the radiality constraints is that, in case of existing distributed generators (DGs), depending on their active and reactive power control rules, the current set of radiality constraints may not be able to prevent optimal solutions where the grid is islanded; in some islands the DGs perfectly fed locally a set of loads.
If the grid code does not allow islanded operation then additional constraints are needed to prevent this case. To his end we use the set of constraints (11)- (15) which were proposed in [19] as necessary and sufficient constraints to ensure grid radiality but which additionally prevents grid islanding.
Numerical results

A. Simulation assumptions
The MIQCP optimization model has been developed in GAMS version 23.9.3 [23] and uses the IBM ILOG CPLEX solver, version 12.4.0.1. All tests have been performed on a PC of 2.8-GHz and 4-Gb RAM.
For the sake of assessing the efficiency of the optimization engines we assume that for all test systems all switches are remotely controlled.
B. Tests on the 33-bus distribution network
We first illustrate the approach on a 12.66 kV benchmark distribution grid [22] with the following characteristics: 33 buses, one substation, 37 lines, 32 sectionalizing switches, and 5 tie switches. Figure 2 shows the one-line diagram of this network. The overall load in the base case is 3715 kW and 2300 kVar and most voltages lie between 0.90 pu and 0.95 pu, the lowest voltage being of 0.904 pu.
We assume that a fault occured in the line linking nodes 2 and 3 and that the fault was isolated by opening the switch s3, which lets most loads of the grid unsupplied.
We solve the proposed optimization model for service restoration for four increasing values of the minimum voltage limit . We consider all 37 switches as control variables into the optimization. Table 1 provides the results of these four simulations, where UL denotes the amount of unsupplied load while nbUL denotes the number of unsupplied loads. In cases A and B all consumers can be supplied while satisfying operating constraints, the number of switching actions being relatively small. In case C (respectively D) some loads are curtailed at buses 17 and 32 (respectively at buses: 3, 15, 16, 17, 31, 32) in order to satisfy the operating constraints, the number of switching actions being relatively larger. As expected the tighter the voltage limits the larger the amount of load unsupplied.
Given the large combinatorial space of the problem (i.e. 37 binary variables stemming from switches statuses and 32 binary variables stemming from load curtailment status) we conclude that the computational times are acceptable in all cases. In simple cases (e.g. A and B) where several feasible solutions exist the method is very fast. However, the cases that we artificially constrained very significantly (e.g. cases C and D) the computational effort is larger in order to find a feasible final grid topology. 
C. Tests on the 61-bus CREOS distribution network
We now consider a real-life 20 kV distribution network model provided by CREOS, the grid operator in Luxembourg. The model has the following characteristics: 61 buses, 2 feeders, 60 sectionalizing switches and 3 tie switches. We consider voltage limits of 0.95 pu and 1.05 pu at all nodes.
We assume that a fault occurred in the line linking nodes 33 and 37, which leads to losing the whole load of the second feeder. As the operation constraints are not a concern nowadays in this grid, the first feeder can safely fed the whole load by closing the tie switch s62. The optimization process lasts 0.28 seconds.
In order to create a more difficult scenario, we decrease the thermal limit of the 3 tie switches to 0.1 MVA. The optimal solution leads in this case to closing the switches s62 and s63 and opening the sectionalizing switches s13 and s46. The 56.7 kW of load at bus 14 remain unsupplied. The optimization process lasts 0.69 seconds.
Conclusions
This paper has proposed a very computationally attractive MIQCP optimization approach for service restoration problem, which can be solved very efficiently by powerful state-of-the-art solvers such as CPLEX. Despite large combinatorial space the method is very fast for realistic operating conditions and acceptably fast for severely constrained operating conditions.
The approach can be used in both the nowadays distribution systems as well as in the future distribution smart grids as a fully automatic post-fault network selfhealing functionality.
A drawback of this optimization model is that the continuous relaxation of its binary variables, a feature that is exploited in many MINLP and MIQCP solvers, has no physical meaning as the model requires radial topology whereas the relaxed values of switches status may create meshed topologies which are not accounted for in the model. Accounting for meshed grid topologies involve adding nonlinear equations (10) that would lead to a tough MINLP problem destroying thereby the computational benefits of the MIQCP formulation.
Future work will be conducted in order to further extend this modes so as to compute the optimal sequence of control actions to steer optimally the system from the initial post-fault state to the optimal grid topology.
